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Abstract: - In semantic web, extraction of meaningful information involves many tedious processes due to
similarity between the information, context of the words used, structure similarity and relationship between the
words. Ontology helps to understand the context of heterogeneous information available in the web. The
domain specific ontologies can be merged to extract integrated information from various semantic websites.
Different algorithms are in practice to find similarity between class names that are exist in different ontologies.
The class names which are syntactically and semantically equal are identified and merged to produce global
ontology that can be used for information retrieval. In this paper we have implemented and compared various
syntax matching algorithms and identified the best syntax matching algorithm appropriate for semantic web
environment. Performances of identified algorithms are analyzed and evaluated with respect to precision, recall
and F-measure.
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properties and relationships between the classes.
Various similarity measure algorithms can be
employed to identify similarity between the class
names. Currently, in semantic web similarity
measure is classified as syntax similarity measure
and semantic similarity measure. Syntax similarity
measure reflects the relation between the patterns of
the two strings where as semantic similarity
measure is based on the meaning of class name and
context, which can be obtained with the help of preconstructed libraries. For measuring syntax
similarity, around 67 similarity measure algorithms
are available for information retrieval [8]. From the
list, some similarity measures are more appropriate
for identification of string similarity.
This paper concentrates only on syntax matching
algorithms and a study on seven syntax similarity
measures is carried out. Similarity measures are
used for identifying syntax similarity between two
class names, object names, instances and
relationships between names. In this paper name
refers to either class name, object name available in
the ontologies. But few number of research works
are employed more than one similarity measures for

1 Introduction
Semantic Web is a mesh of information linked up in
such a way that easily processable by machines, on
a global scale. Semantic web drives the evolution of
the current web by enabling users to find, share, and
combine information more easily. Semantic web is
constructed with the help of ontology. The prevalent
definition presented by Gruber: Ontology is a
formal explicit specification of a shared
conceptualization. Extracting information from
semantic webs is a tedious process due to their
heterogeneity. The ontologies of different websites
are merged to extract information. One of the
important steps in merging two domain specific
ontologies is to identifying the input ontologies
which are belonging to same domain or different
domain. Ontologies belonging to two different
domains cannot be merged together as such. It is
required to identify every classes, sub classes,
object properties, data properties and relationship
between the classes described in ontologies. It is
also necessary to find the similarity between both
ontologies which in turn identify the similarity
between object, class, data properties, object
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finding similarity between class names. Similarity
identification is a tedious and time consuming job.
Moreover, if the result justification is done using
only syntax matching algorithms, it may not be
precise. This is due to different ontologies
describing different data with same class names or
different class name describing same data. Both
cases occur in semantic web. It is necessary to go
for semantic matching in addition to syntax
matching measures. Most of the previous works on
ontology merging did not address the way to find
efficient syntax matching algorithms. In this paper,
the term used as name refers to either class name or
object name available in the ontologies.

Information theory of similarity is playing a vital
role behind the similarity measures. The definition
of similarity can be discussed in the form of
intuitions and assumptions [8]. The edit distance
measures is widely used to identify the similarity in
various fields like biological sequences, schema
mapping, text retrieval, document clustering,
ontology mapping, ontology alignment, ontology
merging and so on. In this work, only strings
similarity has been analysed. After identifying the
similarity between class names, the equivalence
classes are merged to get the global ontology which
is used to extract information from various semantic
webs.

The main contributions of this paper are
1.Implements seven different syntax matching
algorithms
namely
Hamming
distance,
Levenshtein distance, Dameran – Levenshtein
distance, Jaro Winkler distance, Optimal String
Alignment Algorithm, N-Gram string matching
algorithms and Soundex.
2.Compared the performance of all seven
algorithms with respect to precision, recall and
F-measure.
3.Helps the researcher to understand and choose
the best syntax similarity measure.

Identifying the syntax similarity is the initial step in
ontology merging for performing merging operation
on two domain specific ontologies. In this context
the syntax similarities are measured by using variety
of similarity algorithms. Mostly edit distance
techniques are used which is based on three
operations insertion, deletion and substitution.
These operations are performed while transforming
a class name from one to another belongs to same
domain. The sub polynomial approximation
algorithm is used to improve the performance of edit
distance algorithm. Due to this approach edit
distance algorithm runs in near-linear time [1]. In
the field of string comparison, to improve the
performance of edit distance algorithm first step is
to compress the strings, and then to compute the edit
distance between the compressed strings [7]. SEDIL
software was released to learn edit distance
calculations [17]. In string matching, two different
input strings represent the same context are
considered as equal. Based on the requirement
names may be given elaborately or simple manner.
Hamming distance algorithm is used to identify the
similarity between the names are equal in length. In
query processing context the field names were
compared by using Hamming distance technique
[2]. The parallel string matching concept was used
to reduce the computation time of Hamming
distance algorithm [28].
The word comparison was done by using
Levenshtein distance in dictionary searching
scenario [24]. In ontology matching techniques,
both Levenshtein distance and soundex were used in
companied manner [16]. In recent research papers,
Dameran Levenshtein distance was used to identify
the similarities. This is the improved version of
Levenshtein distance. The character comparison was
done by considering transposition of the character in
both names. Most of the ontology merging papers
used Jaro Winkler similarity measures. By using

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the related works and information about
choice of various syntax matching algorithms used
by many researchers. Section 3 explains various
syntax matching algorithms with appropriate
examples and information theory. Section 4
provides discussion of results obtained through
experiments. Section 5 includes conclusion and
recommendations for researchers to choose best
syntax similarity measures based on their domains.

2 Related Work
Similarity measures are used in variety of fields like
comparison of strings, symbolic word, patterns,
images, DNA sequences and codes. Identifying the
similarity between the pair is one of the problematic
tasks. All similarity measures cannot be used to
identify the similarity in all cases due to their own
restrictions. Some measures are used only for
numeric comparison and some other for string
comparison. Only countable number of techniques
is used for both numeric and string. There are
various types of models for identifying similarities.
In semantic web, widely used model is probabilistic
model where the calculated similarity value lies
between zero and one.
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the amount of information needed to provide the
commonality of m and n and the information needed
to fully describe m and n. The similarity is
calculated using the formula in equation (1). In this
equation I(x) is the amount of information contained
in a proposition x. The function f is explained in
equation (2). Commonality p is calculated by taking
negative logarithm of the probability of the
statement shown in equation (3) and q provides
description which is calculated by taking logarithm
of the probability of the description on m and n. The
difference between m and n is calculated by
subtracting commonality values from the
description is given in equation (4). If both names
are identical then p value is greater than zero
therefore f(p,p) = 1. If there is no common character
occurrence between the names then p becomes zero,
f(0,q) = 0.
In this paper, various syntax matching algorithms
are implemented and their performance differences
are analysed. Edit distance is a way to measure
similarity between two names by counting the
minimum number of operations required to
transform one name into the other. The possible
operations are insertion, deletion and substitution.
Edit distance provides basic for most of the syntax
similarity algorithms. The syntax similarity
algorithms suitable for string comparison are
(i)Hamming distance, (ii)Levenshtein distance,
(iii)Dameran – Levenshtein distance, (iv)Jaro
Winkler distance, (v)Optimal String Alignment
Algorithm, (vi)N-Gram string matching algorithms
and (vii)Soundex. These are widely used in
semantic web environment.
Hamming distance algorithm is used if both string
names are equal in length; otherwise this method is
not applicable to calculate similarity. Transpositions
of characters are not taken into account and this
method never detects human typing errors. In
Levenshtein distance similarity measure the number
of insertion, deletion and substitution operations are
counted when strings are not equal in length. Here
also transpositions of character occurrences are not
considered. In Dameran-Levenshtein distance
measure transpositions are considered while
transforming from one string to another.

Jaro Winkler approximation the similarity values
calculated lies between zero to one. This technique
comes under probabilistic model based similarity
measures. In semantic web all types of operations
like ontology mapping, alignment and merging were
performed by using Jaro Winkler algorithm for
similarity measures [4,10,11,13,19,20,27,32].
In schema matching the class names and object
names were compared by using N-gram similarity
measures [3,6]. Most of the research related to
medicine field use the N-gram string matching
algorithm [15,25,30,33]. Ontology alignment, string
matching, automatic spelling correction, automatic
key phrase extraction, indexing techniques and
semantic layer constructions were used the N-gram
similarity measures for calculating similarity
between names as discussed in [12,18,21,23,30,31].
In natural language processing the phonetic
matching approaches for Indian languages was done
by using N-gram and Soundex similarity measures.
These two techniques can be used to perform spell
checking and correction for given two input class
names [26]. Some of the ontology merging
techniques which are working based on N-grams
similarities measures combined with Dice
coefficient similarity measures for calculating
similarity values [9]. Most of the phonetic sound
based researches used Soundex similarity measuring
technique to correct the spelling error occur
[5,14,16,26]. The natural language processing field
involves variety of functions like translation of
words between languages, the pronunciation
difference between continents. These were
successfully handled by Soundex technique [22].
The above said reference article provides most
widely used techniques in various fields. Most of
the researcher may not be aware of all these
techniques at the initial stage of their research work.
This paper provides idea about all these algorithms
with detailed explanations including examples in
forthcoming section.

3 Syntax Matching Algorithms
Let m and n are the input names. The similarity
between m and n is measured by the ratio between

Sim(m, n) = f ( I (common(m, n), I (discription(m, n))
f ( p, q ) = {( p, q) | p >= 0, q > 0 , p <= q }
p = − log P(common(m, n)
Difference(m, n) = I (discription(m, n) − I (common( m, n)
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combination of operation possible
while
transforming from one class name to another can be
easily identified.
Table 1 Operations Vs String lengths

The transpositions of character occurrence should
be within the window size. The window size is
calculated by considering length difference between
two given input names. In most of the research
papers related to ontology mapping and merging,
the Jaro Winkler distance similarity measure is used.
In this algorithm, characters of first string are
compared to the characters of second string at
unaligned position. The matching is performed only
within the match range calculated between two
strings. In optimal string alignment algorithm
dynamic programming technique is used to measure
the similarity. In N-gram similarity the given input
string is divided into number of substrings of length
N. The similar substrings of length N are counted.
In Soundex algorithm spellings mistake occurs due
to pronunciation are eradicated. So the strings given
by various continents are compared easily and
similarities are identified. These algorithms are
explained in the following sections.

Operations
Performed

Comparison of string length
L1 = L2

L1 > L2

L1 < L2

Not
Not
Possible
possible
possible
Not
Not
Deletion
Possible
possible
possible
Substitution
Possible
Possible
Possible
L1 – String1 length and L2 – String2 length
Insertion

3.2 Hamming Distance
The Hamming Distance (HD) is calculated by
counting the number of substitutions take place
while transforming the names. While comparing
each and every character position, no substitution is
needed if both characters are same, otherwise the
character in name1 is substituted by character in
name2 and it is counted as one substitution. This
type of measurement is suitable only when both
names are in equal length. Strings of unequal length
will leads to high cost of substitution. The
difference between two names are equal to the
number of substitutions taken place while
converting from one class name to another class
names
Differences (name1, name2) = Length of the string
- Number of characters similar
Consider the names “toned” and “roses” where
second and fourth character are same and the
character position 1,3,5 are different. So the
numbers of substitutions required is three while
transforming “toned” into “roses”.

3.1 Edit Distance
Edit distance is a way to measure similarity between
two strings by counting the minimum number of
operations required to transform one string into the
other. The edit distance involves three different
operations,
insertion(I),
deletion(D)
and
substitution(S). Consider two strings of length i, j
where string 1 = s1[1…..i] , string 2 = s2[1..j]. The
numbers
of
operations
performed
while
transforming string1 to string2 are counted.
I
: if i < j by one then an insertion operation will
take place
D : if i > j by one then a deletion operation will
take place
S : if i = j and s1[i] != s2[j] then substitution
operation will take place

Difference(“toned”,”roses”) =
Various combinations of operations are involved
I(description(“toned”,”roses”)) –
while transforming string s1 to s2. This can be
I(common(“toned”,”roses”))
represented as combination of I, D and S. Total
The difference is equal to 3. The similarity is the
number of operations can be calculated by using the
ratio between commonality and description which is
formula N(I) + N(D) + N(S) where N means
2/5 equal to 0.4. Let us consider the names people
number of insertions, deletions and substitutions
and people, the differences between the names are
operations and these values various from 1 to L
zero. The similarity value between the names people
where L is max(length(s1),length(s2)). The number
and people is 6/6 equal to 1.
of occurrence of I and D are equal to difference
between lengths of two strings. The maximum
number of occurrence of S depends on the minimum
length of the string. From the table1 the
x ∈ name1 and y ∈ name2 at position t
HD( x, y ) =
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of information retrieval applications. Let L1 and L2
be the length of name1 and name2. The DameranLevenshtein distance between the class names are
calculated using the equation (8).

3.3 Levenshtein Distance
This algorithm identifies the similarity between
strings by performing minimum number of
insertions, deletion and substitution operations while
transforming from name1 to name2. This algorithm
can measure the similarity value for unequal length
class names.
Let L1, L2 be the length of the name1, name2. While
comparing the lengths I, D and S operations are
possible to take place. The length differences
between the names are used to calculate the number
of insertion and deletion operations performed while
transforming from name1 to name2. If L1 < L2,
insertions and substitution will be performed. For L1
> L2 deletion and substitution will be performed.
Case L1<L2 :
No. of insertion operations N(I) = L2 – L1
Case L1>L2 :
No. of deletion operations N(D) = L1 – L2
Number of substitutions S is calculated using
equation (6). The Levenshtein distance between the
given two class names are calculated using the
equation (7). For example consider the names colour
and color. The number of operations needed to
transform from one to another is calculated.
Lev(colour, color) is ((2*5)-(2*4) )/2 + (6-5) = 2.

c
c

(6)

1
∃x, ∃y, t

∑ otherwise

if x = y

0
1

2
x ∈ name1 and y ∈ name2 at position t which var ious from 1 to window size
2 * Min( L1 − L 2 ) − 2 *

Dam − Lev( name1, name2) =
Matchrange =

∃x, ∃y , t

∑ otherwise
2

Max(name1. length() , name2. length())
− 1
2
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if x = y 0

2 * Min( L1, L 2) − 2 *
Lev( name1, name2) =

u
r

For calculating string similarity it is necessary to
calculate two important values. The first one is
match range and second one is number of
transpositions. The match range means the number
of character positions are considered for a single
character in name1 to find the matches in name2.
The match range is calculated using the equation
(9). The character matches are checked within the
match range. For each character encountered in the
first string, it is matched to the first unaligned
character in the second string which is an exact
match. If no such occurrence within the match range
the character is not matched. The numbers of
transpositions are calculated by counting the number
of character which are not matched in the exact
positions but matched within the match range. For
similarity measure consider only half of the
transpositions.

x ∈ name1 and y ∈ name2 at position t
∃x, ∃y, t

o
o

3.5 Jaro Winkler Distance

This technique is similar to Levenshtein distance,
where transpositions of character occurrence should
be considered within the window size. Window size
is calculated by considering length difference
between two given names. The original motivation
is to measure distance between human misspelled
names and original names to improve performance

∑ otherwise

l
l

Consider colour and color where window size is 1.
The nth character in name1 is compared to nth and
n+1th character position of the name2. Due to
window size one, the letter ‘r’ of name2 is compared
with both ‘u’ and ‘r’ in name1. Instead of
substituting ‘u’ by ‘r’ the deletion of ‘u’ take place
at position 5 in name1. Hence the number of
operations needed to transform from one to another
is calculated using equation (8). Dam-Lev (colour,
color) is (10-(2*5))/2 + (6-5) = 1.

3.4 Dameran –Levenshtein Distance

S = Min(l1, l 2) −

o
o
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if x = y

+ Abs( L1 − L 2)

(7)

0
1

+

Abs( L1 − L 2)

(8)

(9)
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Prefix size = 2 (only first two characters are exactly
matched)
Jeroproximity (jones,Johnson)
= 1/3 *(4/5+4/7+ (4-0)/4) = 0.790

The Jaro Distance between the given two names are
calculated by subtracting Jaroproximity from 1.
JaroDistance (name1.name2) = 1 Jaroproximity(name1.name2)
Jaroproximity between the given two names are
calculated using the equation (10). Winkler
modifications consider the prefix substring matches
of given two names which boost the similarity
scores between name1 and name2 that matches
character by character in at the starting index. The
prefix size is calculated by considering the number
of character exactly matched by original index from
the starting index 0.
Jarowinkler proximity = Jaroproximity +
0.1*prefix size * (1.0 – Jaroproximity)
j
1
j

o
2
o

n
3
h

e
n

s
4
s

o

Jarowinkler proximity = 0.790+0.1*2*(1-0.790)
= 0.832

3.6 Optimal string alignment algorithm
In this algorithm dynamic programming techniques
is used to find the similarity between given class
names. Dynamic programming is a technique to find
solution to any big problem by combining solutions
of the similar sub problems exists in that problem. It
is the tabular computation of D(n,m). Using bottom
up approach compute D(i,j) for small values of i and
j where i, j value varies from 1 to length of the input
names. Compute the large D(i,j) based on
previously computed smaller values of D(i,j).
Computation of D(i,j) as given in equation (11).
Consider the example name1 = execution and
name2 = intention. In table 2, name1 occupy column
wise cell and name2 occupy row wise cell positions.
Initially all cells are occupied by index value of
characters in names. Each matrix element D(i,j) is
calculated using the equation (11). If insertion or
deletion operation is possible, the cell value is
computed by selecting minimum value of left, down
and diagonal cell values plus 1.

n

For example consider the names jones and johnson.
The match range value for the given two names is 2.
Matchrange = Max(5,7)/2 -1 =7/2 - 1 = 3- 1 = 2
So, the nth character in one name will be compared
to nth and n+1th character of other name. If the
character matches in the same position index or
within match range then number of matched
character is counted as one. The transpositions are
calculated by considering the nth character is equal
to any one positions like n+1, n+2, n+3 …. (n +
match range) character in other name then
transposition count is incremented by one.
Matchrange = 2
Number of matches = 4
Half of the transpositions = ½ = 0
percentage of name1 matched + percentage of name2 matched +
Percentage of matches that were not transposed
(10)
Jaroproximity (name1, name2) =
3
where
matches(name1, name2)
percentage of name1 matched =
name1. length()
matches(name1, name2)
percentage of name2 matched =
name2.length()
matches(name1, name2) − tranpositions (name1, name2)
percentage of matches that were not transposed =
matches(name1, name2)




 D(i − 1 , j ) + 1 for deletion



D(i, j ) = Min D(i + j − 1) + 1 for inserion


2 if x(i ) ! = y ( j ) 


 D(i − 1 , j − 1) + 0 if x(i ) = y ( j ) for substitution 
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Optimal string alignment algorithm
Input : string1 length(n) , string2 length(m)
Output : D(n,m) cell provides similarity value
{ initialize D(i,0) = i D(j,0) = j
// compute recurrence relation
for each i = 1..n
for each j=1..m
compute D(i,j) using equation (11)
// Terminate after the computation of D(n.m)
// adding back trace to find minimum edit distance
D(n,m) provides similarity value
Back trace from D(n,m) to D(0,0)

← insertion operation performed

Back trace of D(i, j ) = ↓
Deletion operation performed
diagonal arrow substituion operation performed

where n > i > 0, m > j > 0
}
Table 2 Optimal string alignment algorithm output matrix

n
o
i
t
n
e
t
n
i
#

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
#

↓8
↓7
↓6
↓5
↓4
3
←↓ 4
←↓ 3
←↓ 2
1
e

←↓9 ←↓10
←↓8 ←↓9
←↓7 ←↓8
←↓6 ←↓7
←↓5 ←↓6
←4
←5
←↓5 ←↓6
←↓4 ←↓5
←↓3 ←↓4
2
3
x
e

←↓11
←↓10
←↓9
←↓8
←↓7
←6
←↓7
←↓6
←↓5
4
c

If substitution operation means 2 is added with
minimum value otherwise zero is added if two
characters are equal. These cell value computation
continued until D(n,m) computation is finished. To
derive edit distance minimum try to backtrack the
matrix. After the computation of D(n,m), it is traced
back from upper right corner to lower leftmost
corner ie from D(n,m) to D(0,0). The value
available in D(n,m) gives the similarity measure of
the given two names. As per the given output matrix
the similarity value of the given two input names is
8. While performing the backtrack function the type
of operations is performed can be identified using
three different arrows shown in output matrix.

↓11
↓10
↓9
8
←↓9
←↓8
7
←↓8
←↓7
6
t

↓10
↓9
↓9
8
←9
8
← 9 ←10
←↓10 ←↓11
←↓9 ←↓10
←↓8 ←↓9
↓7 ←↓8
6
←7
7
8
i
o

8
←9
←10
←↓11
↓10
↓9
↓8
7
←8
9
n

value for N. The N value should be stable one. For
larger strings the value of N is three which is more
appropriate than any other value. It is also called
trigrams. All N-gram set for a particular name is
called as sample space. The first step of this
algorithm is to find all possible substrings of length
N of the given two input class names. The order of
the character in the substrings is corresponding to
main string. It is used to find the match between
given two names. For string similarity calculation
all substrings are derived from both names. The
numbers of substring similar are counted. The edit
distance algorithm is used to find the similar
substring of given two main string. The similarity
between two names is calculated using the equation
(12). Probability is a way of assigning every event a
value between zero and one. The probability that
one of the events will occur is given by the sum of

3.7 N-gram string matching algorithm
N–gram means all substrings are of length N. In Ngram model it is necessary to find the appropriate
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←↓12
←↓11
←↓10
←↓9
←↓8
←7
←↓8
←↓7
←↓6
5
u
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Table 3 Characters equivalent numeric value

the probability of the individual events. The N-gram
algorithm is working based on probability model.
According to the information theory, the
commonality and description between two names
are calculated. I(Common (name1,name2)) is equal
to number of similar N-grams between two names.
I(Description (name1,name2)) is equal to total
number of N-grams available in both names.
Sim(name1,name2) is calculated using equation
(13). The optimized value of N is three which is
trigrams. For the similarity computation of trigrams
the names are divided into three letter words. Two
arrays of trigrams are compared. Numbers of equal
trigrams are counted. Using Dice’s coefficients the
similarity between two names is calculated as in
equation (14). Computed similarity value is more if
the similarity between the names is higher. Consider
the example name1 = Alexander and name2 =
Aleksander. The corresponding trigrams are Ale,
lex, exa, xan, and, nde, der and Ale, lek, eks, ksa,
san, and, nde ,der.
1
Ale

2
lex

3
exa

4
xan

5
and

6
nde

7
der

Ale

lek

eks

ksa

san

and

nde

Characters

Value

b,f,p,v
c,g,j,k,q,s,x,z
d,t
l
m,n
r

1
2
3
4
5
6

The Soundex algorithm consists of four steps to
generating code for the given name. The algorithm
has two operation namely encoding and matching
operations. In encoding, the name is converted into
corresponding code. Matching operation identify
exact match between the code derived from names.
The codes are in equal length so Hamming distance
algorithm is used to identify the similarity between
the codes. Consider two set of inputs. The set1
consists of Robert, Rubert and its corresponding
code is R163 for both names. The set 2 consists of
week, weak and its code is W200.
Soundex code generation procedure
1. Retain the first letter of the string.
2. Remove all occurrences of the following letters,
unless it is the first letter a,e,h,i,o,u,w,y.
3. Assign numbers to the remaining letters specified
in the table 3.
4. If two or more letters with the same number were
adjacent in the original name or adjacent except
for any intervening h and w then omit all but the
first.
Using Hamming distance similarity measure it is
claimed that these two are similar names. This
algorithm neglect the spelling difference produced
by the vowels. In set2 similarity between names is
one. But the meaning of both words is not related to
any particular concept. This result is conveying
wrong similarity value. For using this type of
measures, it is been tried to understand weather it is
suitable for chosen semantic web environment are
not.

der

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
The similarity between the given two names
SimN-gram is equal to 1/(1+15-(2*4) = 0.125. Only
four trigrams are common between the given two
input names. Both names are described using fifteen
trigrams. Using Dice co-efficient formula the
similarity is calculated. SimDice is equal to
(2*4)/(7+8) = 0.533.

3.8 Soundex Algorithm
In this algorithm, converting name to code is an
important task. Where it considers the first character
of the name as it is and the remaining character
encoded to a three digit number. For this encoding
the prerequisite is to fix some numerical values for
each and every character. Both capital and small
characters are having the same numeric value.
Similar sound characters are sharing common value.
The numeric values of all the letters given in table 3.

1
1 + | N − gram(name1) | + | N − gram(name2) |
+ 2 * | N − gram(name1) ∩ N − gram(name2) |
I (common(name1, name2)
Sim(name1, name2) =
I (description(name1, name2)
2 * | trigram(name1) ∩ trigram(name2) |
Sim
=
Dice
| trigram(name1) | + | trigram(name2) |
N − gram(name1, name2) =
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In this experiment the initial comparison was done
between class names available in person ontologies
belong to family domain. The ontologies were taken
for comparison is shown in figure 1 and 2. Matched
class names were identified by performing many to
many comparison then object property and data
property of all matched classes were considered for
computing similarity between them. Protégé tool
was used to view the person ontologies. The class
properties, object properties and data properties are
indentified and extracted from ontologies. The class
names in first person ontology were compared to the
class names available in second person ontology.
Fifty two names were taken for comparison. The
precision, recall and F-measure were calculated
using the equation (15), (16) and (17).

4 Result and Discussions
Experiment was conducted on two set of class
names in domain specific person ontologies. All
seven algorithms were implemented and compared
the properties like class name, object name, attribute
name and type of relationship between class and
subclass available in two input ontologies. The
precision, recall and F-measure are computed for all
algorithms. It was found that the similarities
between the class names are not equal in all
algorithms. Also it was identified that the results
produced by some algorithms depend on number of
operations were performed while transforming from
one name to another. For some algorithms output
was fraction, lies between 0 and 1. For comparison
purpose all algorithm outputs were normalized
between 0 and 1.

Number of Accurate results
Total Number of answers retrieving by the system
Number of Accurate results
Re call =
Total Number of Accurate results from raw data
2 * Pr ecision * Re call
F − Measure =
Pr esition + Re call
Pr ecision =

(15)
(16)
(17)

Fig.1 person.owl
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Fig. 2 person1.owl
Table 4 Performance comparison of syntax similarity algorithms
Hamming
Distance

TH

Dameran –
Levenshtein
Distance

Levenshtein
distance

JaroWinkler
distance

N-gram

N-gram Dice’s
coefficient

P

R

F

P

R

F

P

R

F

P

R

F

P

R

F

P

R

F

0.7

1

0.12

0.21

1

0.53

0.69

0.8

0.71

0.75

0.81

0.88

0.84

1

0.12

0.21

1

0.38

0.55

0.8

1

0.12

0.21

1

0.32

0.48

0.7

0.38

0.5

0.93

0.76

0.84

1

0.12

0.21

1

0.35

0.52

0.9

1

0.12

0.21

1

0.26

0.41

1

0.26

0.41

1

0.41

0.58

1

0.12

0.21

1

0.18

0.31

Table 5 Performance of Soundex algorithm
Soundex Algorithm
TH

0.7
0.8
0.9

Hamming Distance

Dameran –
Levenshtein Distance

P
0.9
0.9
0.9

P
0.8
0.9
0.9

R
0.76
0.47
0.47

F
0.84
0.63
0.63

R
0.91
0.76
0.47

F
0.86
0.84
0.62

JaroWinkler distance
P
0.8
0.9
0.94

R
0.94
0.76
0.5

F
0.86
0.82
0.65

P-Precision R-Recall F- F-measure TH-Threshold value
Threshold values were set to 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9. By
varying the threshold values, the performance of the
various algorithms were analyzed. The similarity
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values were calculated between each and every pair
of words. The obtained values were whole numbers
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